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Versailles had deliberately surrounded them with a hostile coalition whose

potential manpower and armies exceeded tein's many times the British Navy

in 1939 was more powerful absolutely and relatively than the one which strangled

Germany with such an effective blockide during the first World Ware in Europe

and the British Isles the aggregate war potential for both materiel and food

vastly exceeded Germany's ,

These were the factors that had beaten . Germany in 1918 . The political

alignment of powers enforced then had been designed to accentuate their advan'

tage . Yet 21 years after a decisive defeat Germany felt confident onough to

begin another war agsinst the same odds . This confidence was based upon no

relative improvement of her manpower , sea position , or productivity . It was

based upon a weapon that had been created to neutralize these inferiorities ,

That weapon was the German Air Force It had been designed as the indispen
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sable make -weight between German aspirations and ceman capabilities ,

Long before the first shot was fired , the cermm Air Force had given

startling proof of the cupability its founiers claimed for it , The very

menace of its presence was the deteminative factor in the German diplomatic

maneuvers , which had already cluined Austriú , dominated Munich , wnd eliminated

from military calculation 40 divisions by the seizure of Prague , Its first

successes were inherent in its very existence , They were won without the

necessity of dropping a bomb .

But the Cornal Air Force was forged for a sterner purpose than accessor
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usage in diplomatic blackmail . Specifically , it was expected to make swift

work of the warto sing neutrals , to crac the Maginot Line , to break British

blockade , to spearhead the noronsats of ies , so potect lines of conmmunication ,

to secure the flanks for Genars uicious carpaigns toward a usable coastline ,

an enslaved convinent , a Goman criterranen, und the wcient dieu of Ukraine

wheat , Dorbz nicel and margarase a Casus oil ,

Theso prizes were to make Gominy was di Santo Once before they had

proved too diverse in direction and too 300 in distance for Germany's limited

reach . Now she had an instrument to bring the l within her reach , both
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geographically and within the vital limits of time available before the cool

ition of her enemies could organize their aggregate superiority . This instrumens

was the German Air Force .

In addition to this offensive purpose , it was to provide the other pre- requi

sites of German ambition , It was not idle bombast which made Goering boast that

no bomb would ever fall on German soil . He made the statement in profound under

standing of Germany's gravest risk . This was the security of the homeland and

War production while the armies were afield , staking out their claims on the

entire perimeter of Europe . The German wir Force was to be likewise an innova

tion in defense , not only of the Reich but of its conquests . Under air super

iority the whole continont could be organized to produce the weapons of aggres

sion . Under air superiority the continent could be held inviolable by second and

third - line troops, while the conquering armies under in irresistible air cover

ranged as far as unlimited supply and ambition could take them .

PART II :

This was the German dream and design . HOT close they came to it is a matter

of sober and frightening record . Under air superiority they did conquer , domin

ate and integrate Europe into one industrial and political empire , They not only

broke the British blockade , but , in conjunction with their subriarines , very near

Jy blockaded England into impotence . They secured No Itegian and Swedish ore ,

blockaded the Murmansk route beyond effective use , blockaded the Mediterranean

completely , isolated Leningrad , possessed the Ukraine , Donetz and Crimea , domin

ated wfrica to within 70 miles of lexandria and Russia to the banks of the Volga .

Almost everywhere they were superlatively successful . Every success was

conspicuous for the air supremacy under which it was won . Yet at five critical

places their plans miscarried . In each of these also thero was a common denom

inator . That Wis the failure of the Gerrien wir Force to maintain aerial suprem

acy . In the battlo of Britain , in the struggle against Malta , for the final pushi

through El Alamein , the assault on Moscow , and the last few yards through Stalin

grad to the Volga, the German ir Force could not provide the make -weight of

power on which the Germans had relied when they accepted the risks intrinsic in

each paration ,

Each of these venturos Cane critically close to success . Euch in its turn

could certainly have made the others possible . Even the last great effort at
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Stalingrad would have secured the path to the Caucasus oil. Yet in cach ef fox

the Germans failed for want of slightly more air power at the time and place ,

The failures , both individually and cumulatively , marked the limits of German

aggression , The German wir Force had taken conquest as far as it could go in

its initial lunge . It remained to be seen whether it could provide the defensive

power to protect the remote perimeters of that conquest until newly accumulated

strength might extend them again ,

PART III :

America sent the preponderance of its hmmy ir Forces to this theater with

a clear understanding of three facts . Malta , in fact , was saved from Spitfires

delivered from an merican aircraft carrier , Ho had detached the Wasp from our

precarious position in the Pacific because we understood that in modern air war

Malta meant the Mediterranean . The Mediterranean meant Egypt , Egypt meant the

Middle East , and a disastrous reversal between German shortage and Russian abun

dance of oil .

The first substantial operation of the merican ummy wir Forces in this

theater was an attack on a German aircraft repair factory . The target selection

was no accident , It was the first blow our range and numbers permitted against

the German Air Force . It was the opening battle in a prolonged , systematic and

bitter Campaign which had one single purpose - the destruction of the German wir

Force .

With this accomplished , the overwhelming llied superiority could be brought

to bear against Germany on all fronts und by all forces . Until it was accom

plished , the singlo - American armies could not even come to grips with more than

the Afrika Korps . The possibility of delivering armies to this hemisphere re

mained in doubt , The Russians could not hope to counter - attack against an aerial

supremacy that was driving them remorselessly eastwards, In the entire arsenal

of the Unitod Nationa, there was no weapon that could even attempt destruction of

the German Air Force , except American strategic bombardment .

For the German Air Force had to be destroyod over Gorman Europe , Elsevhere ,

as in the battle of Britain and at Stalingrad , it could limit its lossos , termin

asing any scale of combat which throatoned ruin , The Spitfires which had mauled

it over Britain could not even persuade it to combat over France , It could dismiss

night sroa bombardment us troublosome but without possibility of bocoming decisive ,
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Such bombardment could scarcely aim at a targot smaller than morale , The Gen91

control of the moralo was , as timo has proved , confidently secure , With all of

Europe as a workshop , no foreseeable scale of area bombardment could critically

affect vital war production . There was no need to dofend anything olse ,

We know , in fact , by indisputable intelligence that at the turn of 1942-43

the Germans themselves had settled upon a deliberato policy of consorvation.

It was their purpose to restore thuir pir Force by conserving use and acceler

ating production until it could recover the loverago of additional power which

had once made it invincible ,

Conversely , it was the ricur purpose to destroy thuir air force by bom

barding thuir production facilitius and inflicting ruinous attrition in the

combat such bombardmont must provoko . Svon before we had bombed the first

aircraft factory the Germans had soon that we could hit tho precision targets

wherever wo could reach them. Both the Gurmans and tho British had abandoned

daylight precision bombing in this theater . Our success with the tochnique

confrontod the Germans with a new problem . Thoy no longer hüd the option of

fighting when thuy chose and then conserving through long alternative periods

of rost and recuperation . Thoy had to fight whun we chose or risk vital damage .

That is moro , thoy hud to fight where we choso . Finally , they had to fight

successfully , or pomit daylight procision bombardment to destroy their strength ,

at its production roots ,

From tho Carly autumn of 1942 thoso considerations dominated German air

policy , They had to defeat us or accopt as inevitablo the complete loss of air

supremacy , not only over their dro i of blockado , thoir out-posts of conquest ,

their operating unics , but over the Roich itsolf , Tho Gorman wir Force , the

make -weight bottoen German aspirations and coman capability , was challenged in

its own siriose If it sudubud tho rust of Gomman aspirations succumbed with it .

As they comprehended this , tho Gernuns turns to the battle with characteristic

vigor , Thore began the long and unromitting struggle betwoon thu Gorman Air

Force and the curican Air Force , which has not yot ondod , It is the purpose

of this perto o kanino riofly the history of that struggle and the manifesta

tione otros cours as they have becoinc apparent in the changes of the German

nir io.ut : 10 ils disposition , in its composition , and in its production ,
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PART IV :

Thu graph of the Disposition of German Air Force oporational planes häs

been made to illustrate the changes in disposition of the German wir Force from

the dato of America's entry in the war to the prosent . The black line at the

top represents the aggregate strength of German sir Force units in operation at

the dates indicated . Thu red , blue and groen linos indicate the aggregate

numerical strength in planos of tho units engaged upon the Russian, osturn , and

Mediterranean Fronts , rospectively . The lower half of the graph simply indi

cates the same proportion exprussed in porcentagos instoad of in numbers .

A few words of oxplanation about this graph are essential , The numbers

reprosent at somo timos very exact knowlodge of the strengths of the units

composing them , at other times knowl odgo has been less certain , and the figures

principally represent interpolation between two fixed points of certainty .

Knowledge of these strengths has improved us the war continues and it is confi

dently felt that they are accurate within 10 % for the times and places indicated .

These to tals lump toguthor all classes of planos operated with very differont

functions and purposes . The Composition of the Goman air Force will be illus

trated later .

In December 1941 the Gorman ir Force was divided among three fronts with

widely separated commands , operational areas and strategic aims . The history

of the wholo air force since then is one of stoudy contraction around the inner

core of Gurmany itself , Now theru is only ono unbroken land front around which

units shift from ono sector to another üs orossure draws them.

Ivery effort has been made to roprosent fuirly tho portions corrmitted

against Germany's various enomies, but toduy ulmost any wit in Germany could

operate from its bases against cither the Russian or tho Anglo -American armios ,

Finally , the whole charactor of the air Forc has shifted so that above 80 % of

the total involved aro now short range fighter planos ongueud in a desperate

defense of Germany itself , whorous two yours ago these dispositions ropresented

balanced forces with strong offensive commands still operating on the perimeter

of its conquest . Within those limitations, however , the gruph usefully illus

trates he changes in disposition or geographicul locution which we huve forced

upor : she oncy .
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In December of 1941 almost 60 % of tho ontiro Goran Air Forcu was in

Russia , the preponderance of it driving on Moscow As will be seen , it was not

until Decembor of 1942 that the " Iestern and Muditorranoan Fronts together were

able to draw half of the Gorman wir Forco Qwuy fron Russia . Tho summor of 1942

had seen the German wir Forco concentrate over 2,500 planos for ü socond and

last sustuined effort in Russia .

It was this drive which took the Goman ir Force into Stulingrud itself ,

but it will be noted that for a month preceding the Goman surronder there , the

numbers of its planes out thoro wore declining while tho numbersol planes on

the Western Front slowly increasod . The llied landings in North frica had

also attracted substantial quantities of olunos wway from Russia just at that

critical time , but it is significant that the Germans continued desperately to

build up strength in the Wost while pemitting it to decline on both the Russian

and Mediterranean Fronts during that time and through the spring that followed .

The reason , of course , was American bombardment . The Germans knew that they

could afford to lose prestige , territory , allies , and even armies in overy

corner of Europe far better than thoy could afford to lose control of the air

ovor Germany .

In the winter of 1942-43 our bombardment first challenged tho äir defonses

of German jurope . A3 the spring und surmor suv the challengo develop into full

scale struggle over Gornany itself , į steady shift of Gorman fighter power to

the Wostern Front was evidort in tho riso of the blue lino ,

In the sumer of 1943 , the communs pl.inly wishod to mount another offen

sive in Russia but a glance at the red line sho's how feebly they were able to

cover it with air power in compurison with provious years . By Juno of 1943 they

could afford only 44/' of their strength for Russian offonsive , in contrast to

the 59% of the previous yeur : 20 % of the remainder vies feverishly preparing to

cope with the allied invasion of Sicily , wliilo 36, vas no" craignad ugainst

the growing intensity of the lied bombcramunt .

in tho spring of 1943 , in the very fuco of thuir difficultios in both

Russia and this Mediterranean , the Germans had equipped and üctivatud a brand - new

fighted wing til 11th Jagdgeschwader , and had sent it neither to Stalingrad nor

the testo Dort but to North Cormany to intercopt merican diy bombing . at
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tho hoight of the summor fighting bofor Kurst when thu third German sundoi

offonsito was turning first to a ruvorsul nd thon to a rout , thoy shifted tho

ronowned 3rd fighter wing from that front to the westorn front , ugain in direct

counter -move to the rising pressure of murican bombardnient .

From then until January of this year , the history of the çerman dispositions

is a monotonous record of transfers to the West . In addition to this physical

transfer of whole units, the existing units in the test were increased internally

from an average of three to four squadrons per group . Most of the fighter wings

were increased from three to four groups so that by the first of 1945 , over 70 ,

of the German Air Force was operating on the " Jestern Front , while less than 30 %

remained on the Russian and Nediterranean Fronts . By now , of course , the Western

Front had become in fact Testern and Central Germany itself , in which no spot

was safe from the threat of our continuous borabarament ,

This process of transfer is reversing itsell at the moment . vilready some

where between 15 and 20 groups of fighters and fighter - bombers numbering perhaps

one thousand planes have turned east again to meet the Russian onslaught there .

This is the first time in two and a hali years of war that the Germans appear

to have regarded any threat in the long succession of their reverses as being

of greater importance than our unremitting air assault .

From the early spring of 1943 until D -Day itself , a large majority of this

preponderance in the West was single - engine fighters engaged directly and almost

exclusively in opposition to merican strategic bombardu.ent . The remainder ,

and a substantial portion too , were twin-engine fighters , preponderantly designed

for defense against the Royal Air Force night bonbins . Tie single- engine fighter

force in particular would have made enormous difference to the German position

on either the Russian or the liediterranoan Fronts , whero they first saw their

bomber fordes disintegrated for want of fighter protection , and later saw üheir

armies reel backward , principally also for want of lighter cover , But against

theso considerations , they had to reign tho porii to Germany itself oi Allied

bombardment . The course of the blue line shows that tho Gormans thomselves

considered the foremost menace confronting them .
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PART V. COMPOSITICN OF THE GERMAN AIR FORCE

We have seen how the pressures of war since America's entry into

it changed the disposition of the German Air Force , The graph of its coinpo

sition illustrates the changes that war forced upon its functional structure

and purposes . Like its predecessor , this graph has been composed of totals

of the aggregate strength of identified operational units , The groupings by

type are arbitrary . They have been made so in order to illustrate essentially

the difference of German intentions for offensive and for defensive fighting .

The German Air Force began the war as a unit designed for aggressive

campaign . The preponderance of its strength lay in bombers and dive bombers

with a relatively small proportion allocated to the defensive or fighter role ,

Long before America .entered the war its bomber forces had known their

greatest triumphs-- over the Polish Air Force , the Maginot Line , the

|
Mediterranean , the Western Pacific approaches , and scores of helpless cities ,

from Coventry to Kharkoff , They had also known their worst defeat in the

Battle of Britain, from which they never fully recovered ,

Yet at the time of America's entry into the war German bombardment

was still a competent instrument, menacing England , blockading the Mediter

ranean , and sufficiently strong once again to spearhead the 1942 drive deep

into Russia and keep the Murmansk lifeline to Russia a symbol rather than

an artery ,

It is impossible to distinguish with entire accuracy between bomber

and fighter forces . At various times in this war all types of German

aircraft have performed these functions , almost interchangeably . The Ju - 88

remains an excellent night fighter , and the FV - 190's , in operational use

as fighter bombers now, have an aggregate bomb lift greater than the remnants

of the multi -motor units known as bombers .

For the purpose of this graph , however, the heavy bombers , the long

range reconnaissance and dive bomber wits (He lll , Ju 88, Do 217, Me 410 , and

Ju 87 units) have been lumped together to represent the bomber , or offensive

power on the German Air Force . All of them have been used at various times

and places for all functions of offensive bombardment within their range ,

Similarly , the single and twin - engine fighters ( FW 190 , Me 109 , Me 110 , Me 410,
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Ju 88, and Ju 188, and more recently the Me 163 and Me 262) Have been lumped

together in the category of fighters or offensive planes . All of these,

except the Me 163 have been used interchangeably as both day and night

fighters against both British and American bombardment , Latterly, indeed,

they have all been used as fighter bombers against both Anglo - American and

Rus sian armies , but primarily they were designed for aerial defcnse. From

this graph there have been excluded miscellaneous coastal and reconnaissance

planes, which are irrelevant in both numbers and function to the judgment of

German air intent .

The graph , in general , tells a very simple story . It indicates that

at the time of America's entry into the war , over 60 % of the German Air Force

was still functionally designed and trained for offensive bombardment work ;

whereas, by January of this year , over 82 % of the German Air Force had

shifted to defensive work , barely 18 % remaining committed to the offensive .

In fact, both extremes understate the case they appear to demonstrate .

In January 1942 a considerable proportion of the German fighters was

still engaged on offensive work , escorting the German bombers that retained

their powerful operational capability . By January 1944 the bomber force , which

had once blitzed England , was not a serious menace to Antwery . The anti

shipping force which had dominated the Mediterranean and the Murmansk passage ,

very nearly won the battle of the Atlantic in conjunction with submarines ,

and damaged a battleship and sub - cruisers at the time of Salerno , was im

potent against OVERLORD landings, and did not even contest the invasion of

Southern France .

The conversion of the German Air Force from offensive to a defensive

instrument resulted from many causes . Yet among them one was paramount-- that

was the necessity to defend Germany from bombardment, with a consequent allo

cation of her plane producing capacity from bomber to fighter aircraft . None

can doubt that the Germans wished to rebuild a strong bomber force . There

were ambitious plans for the He 177, and an improved version of the Ju 88 and

the Me 410 , but while these were languishing between internal difficulty and

postponement, the Germans were feverishly expanding their single - engine force .
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The answer again was the imperative need to defend themselves against

Allied bombardment, a need vastly more critical and imperative than even

the hope of a resumption of aggressive campaigning. The Germans well

knew that with war production in the Reich secure , they could some day resume

offensive campaigning . Without that production they could not even protect

their conquests .

The lines of fighter and bomber strength hanpon to cross each other

in the early spring of 1943 . Yet between strength in operational units

and the production that supplies them there is always at least a six months !

lag. By the autumn of 1942 at the latest the Germans had foreseen the need

of strengthening their acrial defenses against the rising tide of British

and American bombardment, It was then that thcy adopted the first of their

many plans for increasing fighter production as the top priority of the German

war effort . These plans were amended up ards many times , but their general

purport was , and remains, the same-- to stop the bombardment of Germany which ,

above all factors in this war , thoy have rightly dreaded .

It is for this reason that the can sce , since March 1943, an almost un

broken rise in German fighter strength as contrasted with the practically

continuous decline in German comber strength. If their plans for production

had succeeded , we should have seen the bomber and fighter curves going to

gether again, for they tould have had fighters enough to protect their

factories . Under that protection they could have switched back to the

restoration of their bomber force ,

As it tas , they did not succeed . Although they were able, by

superhuman effort , to increase the actual numbers of their fighters , they

never achieved half of their planned output of fighter planes , and the

numbers they produced were insufficient to prevent systematic wrecking of

the German Air Force by strategic bombardment ,

The shift in the composition of thcir Air Force began with a far

sighted provision , to insure their air supremacy over Europe , by increasing

the numbers of their fighters . It has ended with their frantic efforts to

recover air supremacy cven over Germany itself . In the long struggle , they

have not only wrecked their bomber position by default , but have failed

-10
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entirely in their determination to prevent our systematic destruction of

any target system we attack in Germany itself .

This change in their composition was largely forced upon them by fear

of what Allied strategic bombardment could do to their industrial systems.

Events have justified their fears, and although more than half of their

Air Force is not composed of single - engine fighters alone , the Allies

have enjoyed complete supremacy over the Allied skies of Europe since

last March . They have put ashore trio large expeditionary forces without

mentionable resistance from the German Air Force. At present they enjoy

almost uncontested freedom ci the air over Germany itself , while the German

Air Force, like the armies it once Spearheañed in offensive campaign , main

tains a precarious and faitering defensive within the horders of the Reich

itself .

The aggressive offensive Air Force that was once an adequate make

weight between German aspiration and German capability has become an

inadequate and declining defensive force . It is now only the make weight

of a few moru months of hopeless defensive resistance . Strategic bombardment

effected this change in its composition .

-11
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PART VI . GERMAN AJRORAFTPRODUCTION

We have seen the changes which the years since America's entry in line

war have forced upon both the Composition and the Disposition of the German

Air Force . These latter two facets of their air power were , of course , a

reflection of the production behind it . With more planes the Germans would

have disposed their forces differently , with more bombers they undoubtedly

would have won the war . At several junctures they very nearly did . With

more fighters they might have staved off our onslaught until their bomber

position was restored .

German aircraft production had been designed to fit a dream of inter

mittent short campaign and long rest . As the Germans found themselves

engaged in almost continuous var on several fronts its inadequacy became

apparent , As they found themselves confronted with the unexpected necessity

for continuous defensive fighting they turned feverishly to a re -adjustment

upward of their production potential ,

The first plan to enlarge drastically the size of the German fighter

force , by a very large increase in production , was probably endorsed and

set in motion early in 1942 . Like most of its successors that plan was

speedily replaced . We have never had full intelligence on all these plans

and have usually unravelied one cnly to find that it had been already super

seded by an upwarà revision , Thus at various stages in the war we have

furnished estimates at German production , both actual and planned . Most of

these estimates were out of date before we procured the data on which they

were based For this reason , the plan illustrated in the accompanying graph

does not agree with estimates produced before and doubtless will be supplanted

itself by more solid but yet unobtainable intelligence .

We know tnat first retention and then recovery of air supremacyo have

been among the top priorities of German military intention since early 1942 .

We believe that this aim has been powerfully implemented by Hitler haimself ,

and by drastic reorganization at leat twice in the entire apparatus , of

Gerinen aircraft production , But between the original adoption of this
idea

by tho Gornans and their present desperate elforts to implement it with
а .

relative ? y net program of jet manufacture, therc have been sevoral complicate

revolutions in the process by which the Germans sought adequate aircraft

production .

-12
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There is no doubt, for example , that the original Milch plan contem

plated centralized manufacture of Messerschmidt 109's around three

different assembly complexes at Regensberg, Tiener/Neustadt, and Leipzig.

A corollary of it projected equally centralized Focke Wulf manufacture

around the northern centers of that ramified company . These plans were

laid down prior to American bombardment. As we demonstrated our capacity

to destroy factories with precision bombardment deep into the Reich, the

existing plans and plants were abandoned or modified for a scheme of dis

persal that in fact has replaced 30 - odd targots by over 300. The loss to

the Germans both directly and indirectly from destruction , dislocation and

postponement is impossible to measure until long after the fact of its

occurrence .

The graph lines on the attached chart represent the best estimates

that can be made from intelligence now in hand , as to both what was happen

ing and what had been planned in the way of production throughout the last

three years . The line roprosenting planned input actually follows a lower

course than some of the German plans have mentioned . But the best evidence

now available suggests that about this rate of increase would have been

within their capan..ity if it had not been for our direct attacks on

aircraft production , The estiina te includes an allowance for input from

repair of planes in addition to new production ,

The graph line of achieved input indicates the best evidence available

to date on what the actual German input into operational units from both new

production and repair has been .

It is evident that at many times in the past the estimates of monthly

German production have been incorrect . The reason for this is that the

estimates were frequently made when the evidence then available was

fragmentary , when there was not sufficient evidence in hand to make them with

even reasonable confidence , Estimates of aircraft production , to be accurate ,

require at least a representative sample of current works numbers . These can

only be procured by erratic and often belated processes of Intelligence , There

have been times , such as in the later stages of the African and Sicilian cam

-13
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paigns , when the capture of several hundred works numbers at a time revealed

the German position very clearly .

For almost a year after that, however , there was a paucity of works num

bers . This coincided with the very time when German production was going

through a maelstrom of change , occasioned both by our bombardment and by

their counter -moves to disperse . During this time Intelligence was pressed

for periodical estimates of German aircraft production , It furnished them

in accordance with the best interpretation possible from the material at

hand . They are now being corrected by the more abundant intelligence avail

able since D - Day ,

The figures in this chart represent the latest estimates . They are

based upon much new and helpful material , but they in their turn will be cor

rected when sound evidence indicates error in them . The general story that

these curves tell confirms fairly well what we know of the events . They

indicate that from some time early in 1943 the Germans began to receive a

substantially increased flow of new aircraft, principally single - engine

fìghters , on which they had so wisely but so belatedly begun to concentrate.

We know only too well that single - engine fighters increased against us

in both numbers and effectiveness during the bitter race of our respective

building - ups in the spring of 1943. For the Germans it was imperative to

build enough fighters to prevent us from bombing out their whole war pro

duction . For us likewise , it was imperative to check the increase of their

fighters before they could make our daylight precision operations too costly

to continue , In addition to this incentive, which was indeed paramount, the

Germans had a second motive of critical importance.

The Ju - 87 dive -bomber had not survived the technological advances of the

war . Though it performed its early functions well , it was to prove no match

for either Spitfires or Russian fighters . A large part of the German Air

Force was equipped with these Stukas, and its utility both on the Russian

Front and in Africa was seriously deteriorated . In the Focke Wulf 190 the

Germans had oreated an excellent fighter - bomber , as well as a first - class

interceptor . It was their intention to replace the Stukas with these and

so restore suprema cy of their vitally important ground -support units..
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Two critical needs , therefore, lent impetus to the expanding fighter pro

duction program and probably determined their original choice of the quicker ,

albeit more dangerous , expedient of accelerating production in centralized

complexes ,

We probably ove our aerial supremacy to this German choice . It had

been made after a considered decision that night area bombing could never

jeopardize production in more than one of the several major centers .
It

had consciously discounted the possibility that our daylight precision

bombing could find and destroy several of these centers simultaneously .

Experience in this theater had shown both the British and the Germans that

daylight bombardment could not succeed against capable fighter defense .

The Germans gambled late in 1942 that they still had a sufficiently capable

defense left to hold American bombardment off until the factories and pro

tection made their skies impenetrable .

The slowness of our build - up here gave them a long start toward the

winning of their gamble , Not until late July of 1943 were we able to

strike at the real roots of aircraft production in Germany itself. Then in

three weeks of the most savage air fighting the war had yet seen we success

fully bombed five of the major producing centers of German fighters . The

effort cut our om effective force almost in half for several ensuing weeks ,

but its effect upon the German aircraft industry was even more profound .

None of the plants , except possibly Warnemunde , had been devastated ,

but all of them had been seriously damaged . At the time the German Air

Force , like our own , had been fighting to the very limit of its replace

ment resources for many wecks , The check in their actual production meant

a direct check in their actual strength. The portent for the future was

far graver than that , for if we could successfully destroy one centralized

plant, it was only a matter of time until we should recover strength to

destroy the remainder .

The Germans reacted to these first blows both by rebuilding on the

original sites , and by spreading the resources , originally planned for

expansion , into dispersal factories . As the attacks proceeded , and especially

after Speer took over the direction of aircraft production late in 1943, the
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process of dispersal was accelerated . Thus the combination of productive

loss due to dispersal and bombardment damage kept output down for the remainder

of 1943 . The decision to disperse must have been a hard choice to make, for

a force already incapable of fulfilling existing defensive commitments ,

and faced with their constant enlargement; but this time the Germans were

gambling not for advantage but for survival . The decision to disperse un

doubtedly saved aircraft production ,

It was not until late February of 194' that the proper combination of

sufficient bomber strength , adequate fishtor escort and visual veather again

exposed the German aircraft industry to our bomb sights for sustained attack,

Then for five days we showered upon Goiman aircrait production the most con

centrated bombardment that had evor been released upon a single industry .

There is no doubt whatever that at that time we destroyed or severely

damaged for long periods about three -fourths of German aircraft production

as we had known it . What we did not know was the extent and scope of its

dispersal . In the ensuing months we continued remorseless destruction of

almost every known aircraft producing center, By the middle of March the

German fighter position was so precarious that for the first time in history

they were refusing combat on flyable days ,

Throughout the spring , and indeed the summer , they continued in this

impotent condition . They wero , of course , suffering from an even worse

drain than crippled production , for in the merciless combat that attended

the air fighting of 1943 and 1944 they had lost the cream of their best

pilots , The recruits had been trained on inferior machines for insufficient

time before they were hurried into the breach , and our fighters enjoyed com

plete mastery over them,

The German Air Force had boasted , through Goering , that no bomb would

ever be dropped upon the Reich . By early spring , as we continued bombarding

what we chose in Germany, they were substantially grounded for want of planes

and men on all except l'avorable occasions to them . Even then they could

neinec inpose upon us a loss rate comparable to the one te had endured through

curing stuegle toward air supremacy , When they came to the supreme crisis

of defending Europe itself from sea - borne assault , the German Air Force vir

tually collapsed after five days of scrious fighting . It was ineffective



through them and has for all intents and purposes been virtually impoten :

since then .

Yet it must be recorded that German aircraft production as such weathered

the storm : its dispersal was successful. By June we noticed the anomalous

condition of an air force stronger in planes than it had ever been and in

creasing in numerical strength as it continued to decrease in fighting ef

fectiveness ,

That paradoxical condition prevails today . Up until December when

it showed a few flashes of reviving aggressive spirit , and was soundly

thrashed for them on several occasions , the German Air Force has continued

to grow steadily stronger in numbers and weaker in effective strength . At

long last it has filled up its decimated ground attack units on the Russian

Front with modern aircraft. But they are currently fighting on the defensive

within the German borders . Their presence on the Russian Front when it was

still far out in Russia would have made a different story .

As has been mentioned in the previous sections of this paper , the
N

other classes of German aircraft , notably the bombers, have declined in

strength as in production . The process has been a compound of deficiency ,

economy and cannibalization . Crews from every branch of the German Air Force

have been drawn off to become fighter pilots. The remnants of their bombers

have been grounded for wanů of fuel and fighter cover , and the production of

bombers has been subordinated at every turn to the insatiable domand for

fighters ,

It appears now that the conventional German fighter production is safely

beyond the reach of our bombardment , though how its dispersal program will

fare after the loss of Hungary , Silesia and East Prussia is problematical ,

It is quite probable that the Germans in their extremity have entirely

abandoned all hope of restoring either production or any substantial strength

of bombers . They do not need long range bombers ; their enomies are on

every border .

With their indefatigable determination , the Germans are now engaged in

implementing a new plan for aircraft production . This time it is for the

production of jet aircraft . In the jet planes so far developed they have for

the first time an aircraft of distinctly superior quality . Their intention
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is the old intention to regain air supremacy , this time with mass production

of a versatile all - purpose aircraft , which has proven its superiority to

any the Allies operate,

The attacks on German fighter production may be regarded as having set

back the planned expansion by about one year : the decisive neriod from

July 1943 to June 1944 , The Germans failed in their strategic intent to

expand their force of conventional single- engine fighters to a point where

it could seize and hold air superiority . On the other hand , in its response

to attack, Gornan aircraft production showed a resilience , tenacity, and a

capability beyond anything we imagined . It seems improbable that any plant

can now produco sufficiont quantities of planes to upset our present air

supremacy . Yet it once seemed improbable that Gormen aircrait production

could survive the destruction wrca zed upon it , They did survive it by

dispersal . Jet production is not yet hopelessly aspersed , and there remains

time to take effective action to check it . Whoever doubts the need of this

should ponder what would have badpenad had te not taken the action necessary

to check and cripple conventional Gorran aircruit production during the year

ending June 1944 ,
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HFFECTS OF USAAF ATTACKS ON GERMAN TANK * PRODUCTION

Rational of the Attacks : The USAAF attacks on German plants producing tank

engines and assembling tanks were based on an appreciation of the great importa

ance of the panzer division as a prime weapon in the enemy's offensive and de

fensive armory . This importance is amply illustrated by the use of panzer

divisions to spearhead the vain German attempt to relieve Budapest , as well as

their use to lead the recent offensive in the Ardennes . This strategic import

ance , together with the heavy losses of tanks which the enemy suffered on both

Eastern and Western fronts when attacks were initiated in force , meant that

reduction of tank output vould have valuable and quick effects on the enemy's

fighting power . The eneny is own view of the importance of tank output is

clearly shown by his continued efforts to increase production .

Scope of Operations . First raids were made against plants assembling

tanks in the last months of 1943 . Three important producers , all in Berlin ,

were hit at this time and significant danage was inflicted. Operations

The biggest
against tank production conrenced in force in the sunmer of 1944 .

German army depot for handling and repairing tanks, at Magdeburg /Konigsborn ,

was attacked in May and june . In june and August the two plants producing

Production
all tank engines were seriously dacaged and output greatly reduced ,

was then widely dispersei and consequently the Air Force turned to the attack

of piants assembling tans , Between anaust and November 1944 , seven major tank

assenby plants, accounting for over 30years of all talk production, were attacked .

Damage proäucud varied from modurate to severe . Gerinan repair efforts have

been persistenü, and the campaign against these tank assembly plants is still

going on .

Results of the Attacksa Feliabie intelligence from many sources, includ

ing the interrogation of P /Ws and the examination of seiial numbers on captured

equipuent, has given ' s a fairly accuraie picture of the enemy's tank output ,

This output has almost doubled between 1942 and 1943 , and the production prom

gre nei sei its sights still tightin Interrogation of high ranking Pjws

holding responsible position in OK ha: saom that the aim in 1944 was again

to double the average rate of ouüqui achieveä iri 1943,
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The ultimate goal has a production program of 1600 tanks per month ,

at the end of 1943 sloped the rate of expansion , but production continued to

increase . The heavy attacks of 1944, first on the tanks- engine plants , and

then on the tank plants , finally reversed the trend . Current output is estim

ated at some 650 tanks per month , less than the average rate of putput in 1943,

The effect of this fall in production has clearly been shown in the front

lines . Fen if any of the enemy's panzer divisions go into battle equipped

with the number of tanks and self - propelled guns their tables of organization

call for , even after the drastic dowyard revision of divisional establishments

which has been imposed on the German Army , Losses are replaced slo7ly , and

divisions engaged in fighting soon find themselves with less than half or even

a quarter of their establishment strength .

* Tanks are defined as including tanks of Mark II , Mark III , Mark IV ,

Mark V (Panther) , Mark VI ( Tiger ) and Czech 38t models , and Self

Propelled guns on these chassis . They do not include half - tracks

armored cars , etc. , the output of which was also affected by USAAF

raids ,



UNITID STATES AIR FORCES

Ann ACKS UPON THE BEARING INDUSTRY

Theory of the Attacks: United States Air Force attacks upon the Germanrixi

bearing industry have been based upon the recognition of the importance of

ball and roller bearings in modern , high performance military equipment and

in the repair and maintenance of plants engaged in manufacture of such equip

ment . Technical examination of bearings in German tanks , guns, aircraft ,

motor vehicles, etc. confirm the validity of this analysis and strongly

support the conclusion that only minimum stocks of essential types were in hand .

Scope of Operations : Since the first operation against the industry in

August 1943 , some 80 % of the ball or roller bearing capacity of Germany and

occupied countries has been attacked and reattacked by American aircraft oper

ating from the West and South . Key centers have been hit and hit again ; dis

persal or shadow plants have been located and bombed. Careful integration of

this program with sabotage operations and pre - emptive purchasing programs in

neutral countries has further served to reduce alternatives open to the enemy .

Success of the Attacks : Damage assessments fully support intelligence

reports of the success of these operations . For a year or more Germany has had

less than 50 % of the bearings used before the attacks began , Many key types ,

essential to the production of vital armaments, have been denied her almost

entirely .

Results of the Attacks: Intelligence reports from all of German occupied

Europe, supported and even extended by the captured files of the German Ball

Bearing Controller in France , attest the soundness of the reasoning behind

the attacks and the impact resulting therefrom .

Assignment of top production priority to bearing manufacture , enormous

expenditures of manpoter and materials in plant repairs , strict rationing and

control of bearing use , abandonment or postponement of certain important

production schedules, imposition of an extremely uneconomic and costly program

of recovery and salvage of bearings from captured and even from newly completed

Cervan transport aircraft and similar lover priority items , extensive under

tarings of redesign and substitution - all of these steps have been taken ,

but have proved mere palliatives .
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Production schedules of all types of military equipment have not been inet ,

plants have been forced to shut down for many days. Tank and tank enging and

component production in France , Germany , Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland

has proved particularly vilnerable , Aero- engine and fuselage manufacture and

repair is reliably reported to have been affected in Poland , France, Italy ,

Germany and Rumania . Meny reports confirm the seriousness of the situation in

regard to the development and production of nen model assault funs , 88 mm guns,

radar and accoustical devices , lorries , tractors , as well as lathes , drills,

and other machine tools ,

Finally , the shortages and bad quality of bearings actually produced have

taken their toll in the poor serviceability of the military equipment

which has been manufactured . Thousands of prisoners complain of breakdoms ,

repair difficulties and short life of tanks, trucks , tractors , and other equip

me nt . Captured Army orders speak of difficulties in the procurement" of

bearings and of the consequent need for using "existing stocks sparingly " ,

Thus , bearing attacks have efzectively limited enemy capabilities , not only

in the factory , but in the field.
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DHE ATR ATTACKS ON GERMAN OIL

INTRODUCTION

Tho total effects of the Allied air attacks against the oil industry of the

Home ver ,
greater Reich will be fully realized only after Germany's capitulation .

statistics and intelligence have revealed part of the story as the devastating

attacks have progressed .

In an attempt at brevity only the most revealing statistics and conclusive

intelligence will be used to point up the valuable benefits , which have accrued

to all of the Allied fighting fronts as a result of the air attacks on enemy

oil , It should be borne in mind that the Mediterranean based American Air Power

The
on numerous occasions bombed gasoline plants feeding the Eastern Front .

bombing of oil targets has required that strikes be made on relatively small

vulnerable objectives . Until November of 1944 the Royal Air Force did not

specifically participate in attacking such objectives but the statements and

figures in this paper reflect overall results achieved .

Attention is draw to Appendices " A " and " B " since it is believed thatthis

material from the pens of the enemy so ably confirms the general conclusions

in this report .

THE PROBLEM FACING USSTAF IN APRIL , 1944 .

After the American raid on Ploesti in August 1943 immobilized a large per

centage of the refining capacity of the large Ploesti refineries, it was con

firmed that the German oil industry was vulnerable to attack from the air .

However , further attacks against oil targets could not be mounted until the

German Air Force was effectively dealt a severe blow.

In April 1944 the decision was reached to attempt to limit, by aerial

bombing , the supply of gasoline which was then pouring from the large synthetic

011 plants and the refining facilities of German controlled Barope . This pro bom

lem involved a continuing attack on approximately 81 plants producing gasoline

for the Germans .

The magnitude of the task was realized at the time the attacks commenced .

Horever , satisfactory evidence of the German's ability to repair and improvise

was not forthcoming until the attacks were well along . The problem of bombing

faster than the Germans could repair required the utmost in operational and

intelligence concentration .
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE AIR ATTACKS ON U.L.

The first major aliout effort on oil , excepting the American Ploesti raid

in 1943 , occurred on 12 May 1944 and as a distinct success . Thereafter , the

American attack's mounted in intensity and strength until the Germans, already

stretching their available gasoline to meet the rising requirements of mobile

forces , began to feel the pinch of a stoppage of the flow of gasoline to these

forces .

Continuing through the late Spring and Summer months of 1944 , the great

aerial attacks on oil gained on the German's ability to repair their plants,

so that by September 1944 the Germans were only able to produce 20 % of what was

considered normal gasoline production . The attacks at this time were aided by

reasonablyfair bombing weather .

During the adverse weather of October and November , the German ability to

repair overtook ours to destroy , and a recovery in gasoline production

took place, in November 1944, to approximately 33% of normal output .

By constant application of blind bombing technique we were again able to

turn the curve downward so that in December 1944 the gasoline rate of production

was becoming embarrassing to the German High Command at a figure of 27% of

normal output.

In January 1945 the German gasoline output is estimated to have been rem

duced to 18 % of normal, which was an alltime low.

A recapitulation of the above in statistics shows the progress of the

bombing attacks and is as follows :

GERMAN GASOLINE PRODUCTION

( All figures are thousands metric tons

GASOLINE FROM

Synthetics Refineries

Sub Grand

stitutes Total

Diff .

from

Normal1944

312 140 30 482 50

30 400260

159

110

71

75

52

30

50

50

111

69

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1945

January

132

272

296

362

260

236

170

106

90 %

75%

49%

44%

32%

20 %

28 %

33 %

27 %

43 13 50 426

1882

119

101

50

3819

16

150

176

, 145

382

356

38728

56 13 28 97 18 % 435

* " Normal " 532,000 tons = 100 %
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THE RESULTS OF THH JIR TACKS UIT TE GIRAN OIL PLANTS .

The folloring table indicates the results achieved throughout teu roncs

of bombing effort :

Oil Plants Oil Plants Fully

in Enemy in Enemy Bombed Active

Hands Hands by 21 Jan ,

April 1944 Jan. 1945 USSTAF 1945

Partly

Active

21 Jan

1945

In

Active

21 Jan

1945

23 23Syn , Oil Plants 21 5 18

Refineries 58 22 52 12 10

Total Oil Plants 81 45 ny3 17 28

Had it not been for the concentrated bombing of German held oil plants ,

it is estimated that the German armed forces would have had available for use

in their fighter planes, Panzer divisions and motorized infantry units ,

2,590,000 tons more gasoline than they actually had available during the last

nine months of 1944 and the first month of 1945 ,

A recapitulation of the loss of gasoline production to Germany is shown as

folloys :

Metric Tons

of Gasoline

5 1
Loss in production to Germany by Bombing 2,590,000

500,0001
Loss in production to Germany by capture

1 H

Total loss ( 10 Months ) 3,090,0001 +

With reference to paragraph above it is of interest to note that current

estimates indicate that total enemy gasoline consumption for December 1944 was

less than 200,000 metric tons.

Results of the air attacks on German oil plants were not confined merely

to the loss of gasoline but also affected the supplies of diesel oil , lubricat

ing oils and greases , kerosene , cylinder oils , etc. A general table indicat ing

the reduced production of some other petroleum products is shovn below :

GERMAN PRODUCTION OF

(Metric Tons )

Gas / Diesel 0.1 Kerosene Huel Oils Lube Oils

Histinated

pril 1944 250,000 90,000 250,000 150,000

Sstine , tad

Jana 1945 115,000 15,000 120,000 30,000



THE BENEFITS OF THE ALLIED ATTACKS ON GERMAN OIL TO ALL ALLIED FIGHTING FOR AS

The major benefits of the program for denial of oil to Germany are rec: su

as conclusions to this paper :

a. The Luftwaffe, although groring in strength with each succeeding month

since April 1944, has become more and more reluctant to utilize its carefully

hoarded supply of gasoline except when opportunities for calculated success

are considered available , There is ample proof that gasoline has been the

restraining factor of this constantly grozing fighter air force ,

b .
The Wehrmacht, once largely a mobile fighting machine, is not only

mobile in a fe of its crack divisions . The remainder of this once driving

force is reduced to producer gas and horse -dram transport for its supplies

and to bicycles for personnel carriers .
While this transition does not affect

a defensive position to the same degree as it does offensive operations , the

evidence is also conclusive that gasoline shortage has limited the German

offensive potential on the ground .

C. The drastic restrictions placed on training of various German military

units through lack of adequate gasoline is substantiated by innumerable docu

ments . This lack of adequate training unquestionably makes for reduced combat

effectiveness and would not have been achieved had the American Air Forces

permitted the Germans to have sufficient gasoline .

d . While it can be safely stated that the greatest benefits of the aerial

attack on oil have accrued to the Allied air and ground forces , ample evidence

is coming to hand that the training of U -boat creys and the operations of

U - boats , in general , has been restricted through lack of sufficient diesel oil

allocations

€ . The attack on oil has made the average Gernan's daily task more

difficult through lack of any gasoline for transportation , severe restrictions

on heating oils and general diëturbance in his economic sphere .

f . Finally the attacks by the U.S. air forces on the oil of the greater

Reich have been designed , not only to affect the Germi”, armed forces in the

Tui en sout but have been pressed home with unrelenting vigor to affect

desde flow of gasoline and oils to the Germans facing our Russiani allies

..4 .



on the Eastern front . The attacks on Rumanian , Hungariar , Austrian , Czech

slovakian and Polish refineries and the great Silesian synthetic plants here

lovered the fighting values of the German air , land and see forces retreating

from the East .

E..
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EFFECTS OF USSTAF ATTACKS ON MISCELLANEOUS GERMAN

ARMAMENT FACTORIES

General : Many armament factories not in the primary target systems have

been attacked in USSTAF operations as secondary targets , diversion targets , or

because operational conditions prevented missions against first priority plants .

Despite the varied nature of these attacks , they have occurred with such fre

quency that an impairment of German first line strength and replacement ability

must have occurred .

Motor_Transport Capabilities : The attacks upon motor transport took two

forms , (besides the oil and ball bearings attacks discussed elsevihere) attacks

upon MT production propor , and attacks upon synthetic rubber and tire production .

The first attacks upon synthetic rubber and tire plants occurred in 1943 ;

additional attacks took place in 1944 . In the aggregato, plants producing

approximately half of Germany's synthetic rubber and over half of Germany's

tire supplies have been attacked . It is known that these attacks were success

ful in reducing output of these vital items , and it is likely that resulting

tire shortage played a part in reducing German tactical and strategic mobility.

Successful attacks upon MT ( including unarmored tracked vehicles) account

ing for over half of total German production took place in 1944. Some of the

plants were heavily damaged and it is kno !! n that the loss of output was con

siderable .

Chemicals : Germany's proeminence among chemical producers argued against

the probability of shortage in chemicals . Nevertheless , these large complexes

presented numerous opportunities for unpredictable benefits . Also, because of

the size of some of these plants , they made admirable blind bombing targets ,

the attack on which also imposed wastage on the GAF .

It is estimated that one - quarter of all German chemical producers with a

range of products from pharmaceuticals and dyestuffs to propellants and

explosives have been attacked , some of them repeatedly . The reduced output

of chemicals probably reduced the output in other industrial plants and it is

probable that useful front-line effects have occurred .

Artillery : Attacks by USAAF on Gerne ny's heavy engineering plants , some

of chem gun producers for decades , have produced useful reductions in artillery

output . The attacks have been reinforced by attacks upon major gun repair

facilities and ordnance depots .

-1
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Other Armaments and Military Supplies : Miscellaneous armaments and

military supplies plants damaged are numerous . They include small arms factories ,

ammunition and shell plants , signals factories and depots , military research and

testing stations , marine engines and miscellaneous naval equipment plants,

engineer stores producers, motor vehicle component plants, and other factories .

It has also become clear that shortages and unserviceability have occured on the

Western front as a result of insufficient output in motor vehicle spare parts,

small arms , signals, and other items .



GERMAN RESOURCES COMMITTED

TO STATIC DEFENSE AGAINST

BOMBARDMENT

The ever present threat of heavy air bombardment of Germany and German

occupied territory has compelled the cominittment by the enemy of very sub

stantial resources to purely static defenses , These defenses include the

manpower and materiel required to establish and maintain the elaborate air

raid warning and plotting system, the hugh flak establishment of heavy and

light guns , and the smaller but none the less substantial committments to

smoke screens , searchlights and balloon barrages .

In addition to the personnel and equipment directly tied down to these

static defenses , the constant threat of air attack and the crushing actuality

of such attacks have imposed an unimaginable burden upon the entire German

economic and industrial system . Exact measurement of this burden is im

possible , But consider, for example , the manpower and materiel ( 1) expended

on replacing , rebuilding and repairing destroyed and damaged property ,

particularly the industrial facilities which had to be replaced to enable

Germany to continue the var ; ( 2 ) committed to civil defense tasks , such as

fire fighting and watching ; ( 3 ) expended on the construction of shelters ;

( 4) diverted to movirs , fecàing end rehousing the bombed- out millions; and

( 5 ) required to effect the wholesale dispersal and , more recently , under

ground construction of essential productive facilities. All of this manpoder

and materiel would otherviso kavo bcon freo for direct contribution to the

military might of Germany .

There are fairly firn estimates , made by British War Office , on the

strength and disposition of Gorman flak . Those indicate that as of

1 January 1945 , there were some 11,500 heavy flak guns , 29,500 light guns

and approximately 705,000 fluk personnel committed to the defense of Germany .

These figures exelude flak equipment and personnel cor.mitted to the Eastern ,

Western and Southern Fronts . They represent , in short , the flak resources

reserved eyelusively for defense of the Reich against air attack . It is

not, poseible to say how many of these personnel , or how much of this equip

menty would have been free for utilization on the fighting fronts had there

been no threat of such attack , It is manifest ; hoevery that vast quantities

of the guns and equipment would have bcen so released , and that practically
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all of the 705,000 persornel would have been freed for other war effoü.

An interesting manifestation of the relationship between flak

dispositions and American heavy bombardment is found in the defense of high

priority oil targets . On 1 July 1943 there were approximately 2580 hoavy

guns and 4030 1 ight guns disposed in the flak defended areas around the

priority oil targots . An increase in these guns began shortly following our

offensive against oily and by 1 January 45 it was estimated that these same

areas disposed some 5900 heavy guns and 7200 light guns . These shifts in

flek disposition: eloquently reflect German apprehension as to the con

sequences of our attacks ,



APPENDIX " A "

The following letter is a translation of enemy document and illustrates

the importance Speer assigns to synthetic oil plants in the German scheme

of war .

The Reichminister for

Armament and War Production

M 731/44 Top Secret

Berlin W.8 , 16.9.1944

Pariser Platz 3

To :

Reichsleiter BORMANN

Presently at Fuhrerheadquarters ,

Dear Party comrade BORMANN :

It is being felt more and more that the rebuilding of the synthetic

oil plants and refineries is really pointless since the enemy always de

stroys these works with his aerial attacks at the proper moment shortly

after the starting of production .

If I had not pushed the rebuilding of the synthetic oil plants and

refineries with the utmost energy from the very beginning , many thousands

of tons of fuel which were produced during the short period which the

enemy has left us would never have been forthcoming .

These amounts of fuel have contributed substantially to the stretching

of our reserves ,

It is to be seen to, with all possible means , that the crews who tork

on rebuilding of the synthetic oil plants do not relax their activities . 1

I ask you to do everything on your part to see that the will power of

those taking part in rebuilding strengthens and that the efforts for speedy

starting of production are reinforced , We are about to build underground

installations especially for aircraft fuel and simultaneously to refine

the crude oil production at very small installations which are relatively

safe from air attack

12235e measures , however , would come too late or they would no be

sufficient in amount if the synthetic oil plants had not resumed their

prcê action before hand . After a long period of extraordinary good weather

the season of bad weather with fog etc , is in front of us now

-1
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The bombardment of the synthetic oil plants can therefore not be

carried through with the old precision . Our air force at the same time ,

using less fuel and under certain circumstances can be augmented and re

inforced through rest and larger production of fighters .

We must not lose hope that it will be possible to become the master

of the enemy air force in the Reich. The development of the last few days

has shown that with a relatively small effort of fighters a large number of

bombers can be shot down .

Several weeks of rest in the air and our fighter units will have been

strengthened considerably .

On the other hand we will be able , in spite of the heavy destruction,

to produce about two thirds of the monthly production which was put out

by the synthetic oil plants and refineries before the attacks started .

This production would be sufficient to cover the requirements of our entire

air force because of the smaller spheres of operation and possibility of

operation . It is therefore not right to consider the rebuilding of the

synthetic oil plants as useless work , on the contrary , the successful

prosecution of the war is depending on it.

Therefore we have to take care with all our efforts that the synthetic

oil plants and refineries are supported in their scheme for rebuilding .

Heil Hitler !

(Signed) S PEER
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APPENDIX MBI

The following comprises excerpts from a statement by the former head of

the German oil administration in Bucharest who is not a prisoner in Russian

hands , This source cannot be relied on for detailed figures but his more

general statements are probably near the mark . The information in this

report largely confirms our understanding of the position .

Stocks

"Reserves never were higher than a month's requirements generally less ,

From May and June on , reserves declined rapidly . In July it was estimated in

Berlin that at the end of August there vould be no more reserves at hand ,
and

at that time Roumania had not broker apoy from Germany . Even Wehrmacht re

serves scarcely existed. How small they were is shom by the fact that for

the Wehrmacht in France at the beginning of June (before the invasion ) there

were only 40,000 tons available as operational reserves . "

Comment

This statement affords confirmation of the following vier which

was expressed in our re ort of 7th August ( J.I.C. ( 44 ) 344) :

" Strategic reserves were very tentatively estimated at something

over one million tons at the beginning of May . Even allowing for a sub

stantial margin of error in this estimate it is safe to conclude that they

have hy not been seriously depleted , and must be nearing the point at which

it will be impracticable to deplete them further . "
'

Repair Policy

The problem of providing petroleum has become the central problem in

the Reich . In June, at the Führer's H.Q., a conference was held presided

over by Hitler to discuss this problem . A Commissar was appointed to learn

ceived the greatest pover ever given to an economist in Germany . The pro

gramme for the rebuilding of retinaries ranks above the fighter programme

Cuti the t.boat programes All demands for material and labor must be let

ediately , I was stated during the above mentioned meeting that the war

300 de lost if Germany did not succeed in always rebuilding the refineries

200 tad cynthetic plants . With regard to nen construction of refineries



this was left out of consideration because of :

( 2 ) . the lack of material

( b ) the lack of time ,

The building of nen synthetic plants in particular demands much time and

material . Underground refineries and synthetic plants demand so much york

that decision was taken against them ,

In July 1944 very small distillation plants with a monthly capacity of

800-1000 tons ( zhich yield minimal performance and primitive operation) began

being set up and then possible hidden in woods . This , hoever , is only a

stop- gap measure , "

Comment

The meeting at Hitler's Headczerters has already been reported by

another source . The Cemrisser is Geilenberg whose appointment for this pur

pose pas reported at the time by reliable sources ,

The statement that the rebuilding of cil plants had been given the

highest priority has been reported by other sources , and this information

has been confirmed from copies of officiol German documents .

There have been other reports of plans to erect small concealed

If
distillation plants, although none of these plants has yet been found .

such plants are in operation, which is quite possible , the output is not

yet likely to have reached important figures.

There have been a number of indications from intelligence that a

start may have been made with the construction of underground refineries

and synthetic plants . if this is the case , it means a reversal of the

decision made in June and it yould be unlikely that such plants , if of a

large size , Tould be read to come into substantial operation for some

considerable time .

Conversions to Gas Fuels

"'The conversion of automobiles to producer ras ( charcoal -burning and

butane -butilene) has already beer carried as far as possible , This con

The
version is not possible for the Tehrmacht ( for reasons of supply ) .

principal thing which remains to Germany is the necessity of altays rebuild .

ing the petroleum plants , "



Comment

Whereas a substantial proportion of Tehrmacht vehicles have been

converted to producer has , the evidence is that , on account of production

and fuel limitations , such conversion has probably reached the practical

9
limit , The informant evidentiy supports this vier.

-3 .




